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If you are creating space who is it for?  
Who is absent that should be present?  
How can we recognize individual stories and let them inform our work?
Is the work we do inclusive?
Who is defining what inclusive means? 
Is it intersectional?
How do we create opportunities for people to be heard?  
Is language/ information accessible?
How do we compensate people for their time?
How can we identify and reframe ways of being and thinking that no 
longer serve us?
How can we recognize our out of balance practices?
How are we recognizing abundances and redistributing power?
How can we build solidarity?
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think about 
violence in our 
language + 
decolonize our 
working 
vocabulary. 



no human is illegal.
people are not aliens.
shoot from the hip decisive / reactive 
rule of thumb common reference
kill it help it grow / I believe in you
conquer win / achieve
divide and conquer be strategic / use resources 
master bedroom name bedroom
he / she  him / her they / them
pioneer leader / lead 
history / historical story / past / archival



pow wow meeting
manning providing / being present
trigger prompt
pull the trigger make a decision
placemaking placekeeping / placeaffirming / placeactivating
manhours hours
homeless houseless / displaced / unhoused 
in the pipeline in process / queue
circle the wagons organize
straight (direction) forward
allies associates / accomplices
more than 1 way to skin a cat multiple approaches
kill 2 birds with 1 stone feed 2 birds with 1 seed
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